Abstract-Image
I. INTRODUCTION
Image matching is one of key technology of computer vision. There are two kinds of methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] for it: based on feature and based on density. One method based on feature extracts image feature mainly by some algorithms and the another one estimate similarity by image distribution information, the more similar, the higher correct registration is.
The goal of image registration is to get precise transformation from one image to another one. The main procedure is from Coarse to Fine [15, 16, 19] . Recently, a lot of methods [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] of image registration have existed and most of these are focused on feature point such as SIFT [6] , Harris [7] , SURF [8] points. Harris corner is invariant to rotation, noise and illumination changes of image. But it is not invariant for scale changes. Compared with Harris, SIFT points remedy the drawback of Harris. Thus it's robust to projective transformation of image. And SURF point is the improvement of SIFT. The dimension of SURF descriptor is half of SIFT, but the precision is reduced. Accordingly considering of precision, we choose SIFT points to get initial matching. However, we find that some SIFT corresponding points can't get absolute correspondences even if they are matched in vision. Actually the difference may be about 1-2 pixel. After computing transformation matrix, the image that obtained by the transformation can't coincide with another absolutely, the ghost will appear as showed in Figure 1 In Figure 1 (b), we get transformation by the 4 corresponding points. Then we get the transformed image and correspond to another, as show in Figure 1(a) . Hence, this paper will compute OCD of local geometry constructed by 4 corresponding points respectively and we regard OCD as similarity measure. By several iterations, we compute the best transformation matrix opt T through the points that possess the minimum of OCD.
Tal Hassner [9] had studied SIFT algorithm and its scale theory and proposed the concept of SIFT subspace. They constructed basis vectors spanning the scale space of descriptors and got the scale-less SIFT descriptors ultimately. This theory combines the descriptors under different scales, so it ascends the precision of descriptors. We will apply this theory to our feature point descriptor in order to get high precision before initial matching.
II. MULTI-SCALE FEATURE DETECTION AND INITIAL MATCHING

A. SIFT Point Detection
The SIFT algorithm first constructs Gaussian pyramid. Simply, the scale space
will be constructed:
Then, Gaussian DOG images can be obtained by DOG operator：
From Gaussian DOG images, we can see the changes of pixels. No changes, no features. The points that change heavily may be features. DOG images portray the contour of object. Feature points are made up of 3-D local extreme points of DOG images. After detecting extreme points we can't regard them as SIFT points until the heavy edge corresponding is eliminated.
B. SIFT Subspace And Feature Descriptor
SIFT descriptor can be obtained by gradient histogram of 16*16 around the feature point. As show in Figure 2 , first we compute the main orientation of feature point and then we divide 16*16 into 16 small regions with the size 4*4. Next, we make a statistics about 8 gradient histogram of every 4*4 window and obtain the descriptor vector whose dimension is 4*4*8=128. The descriptor describes the change of gradient orientation around the feature point. Therefore it is robust to delight, scale and rotation. Due to the elimination of edge corresponding, it is also robust to noise. 
C. Initial Matching Of Feature Points
After the detection and description of features, we utilize Euclidean distance to get initial matching pairs. Let X and Y be SIFT point set to be matched. We get initial matching by steps: 1) For one point i
x of X , we compute the distance ) , ( However, there are many wrong pairs in the corresponding points. Many factors account for it such as the same or similar object in an image. In spite of different object, the feature point descriptors may be similar. These outliers emerge mainly without considering the external figure structure of the point. Hence, this paper will take it into consideration by constructing local geometry and getting their similarity. The high similarity geometry is, the more correct the point pair is.
III. LOCAL GEOMETRY SIMILARITY MEASURE
A. Geometry Similarity Measure
By the analysis of last part in Section II, we know the projective transformation matrix T computed by incorrect point pairs is incorrect obviously. In order to get precise matrix T , we choose the most similar local points pairs that defined as: Usually, there are a lot of methods to describe the similarity of two image regions. Jeongtae [10] proposed a robust correlation coefficients to describe it. He chose a non-negative density function 0 f and weight function ; 2) Compute maximum likelihood estimates according to sample parameter; 3) Get correlation coefficient through maximum likelihood estimates. Usually the result will be reached by lots of iterations. Compared with MLE, SCC is simple and speedy. While an adequate distribution function should be chosen and many iterations are needed in SCC. However, the correlation coefficient obtained by SCC is not unbiased, even for normal distributions, it is asymptotically unbiased in that case. Therefore, it is not robust to incorrect point pairs. At the same time, it is also time-consuming.
B. Opposite Core Difference (OCD)
Based on above analysis, this paper proposes a method that can obtain best similarity by local geometry. We will describe similarity by OCD of local geometry.
The local regions of two images are shown in Figure 4 , let the corresponding points be } , , , { 4 3 2 1 
Let 0
T be the transformation of P , it means ) (
The property called image core invariance [11] . Based on it, we define the change of cores as similarity measure: 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND VERIFICATION
The source images of the paper show as follow: Figure 5 . The source images SourceImage1 and SourceImage2 are the same scene that is got from different view.
We apply Matlab to prove that. In the experiment, after first iteration, the four corresponding points show in Figure 6 : Figure 6 . Four corresponding points after first iteration From TABLE I, the Euclidean distance is 7.2596 after first iteration. Although they are matched in vision, but the difference exists between the cores. The incorrect matching of one or more points of 4 points can account for it. So more iterations are needed to obtain best transformation opt T . The number of iteration and their distance are:
The projective matrix when the OCD is 0.3173: Therefore, the final superposition image is shown in Figure 7 : Figure 1(a) , the matching degree is enhanced conspicuously. However, the part of cock' header is smooth in vision. The interpolation algorithm of Matlab may account for it.
Besides, another experiment results have verified the validity of our algorithm in Figure 8 . 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a simple and practical method that computes the transformation matrix between images. Core invariance is applied in image matching. In order to get precise descriptor, we get feature descriptor in different scales. In this paper, we chose 4 corresponding points at random and have not studied how to choose geometry points to improve speed. In theory, the quadrilateral is neither too large nor too small and more explorations will be taken. 
